TELEVISION
(partial list)

THE GIRLS ON THE BUS
HBO Max
C: Julie Plec, Greg Berlanti, Sarah Schechter

THE L WORD: GENERATION Q (Season 3)
Showtime
C: Michelle Abbott, Ilene Chaiken, Kathy Greenberg

THE DROPOUT (Mini-Series)
Hulu
C: Elizabeth Meriwether
Dir: Michael Showalter

*THE POLITICIAN (Seasons 1-2)
Netflix
C: Ryan Murphy

WOMAN UP (Pilot)
ABC
Dir: Zoe Lister-Jones

DADDY ISSUES (Pilot)
Fox
Dir: Kat Coiro

THE MICK (Season 2)
Fox
C: Dave Chernin, John Chernin

SPLITTING UP TOGETHER (Pilot)
ABC
C: Emily Kapnek

THE MICK (Pilot, Season 1) (Asst. CD)
Fox
C: Dave Chernin, John Chernin

WICKED CITY (Season 1) (Asst. CD)
ABC
C: Steven Baigelman

FANTASY LIFE (Pilot)
Fox
Dir: Mark Cendrowski

MISTRESSES (Season 2) (Asst. CD)
ABC
C: K.J. Steinberg

ABOUT A BOY (Seasons 1-2)
NBC
C: Jason Katims

*2021 Emmy Awards Nominee – Outstanding Contemporary Costumes – Episode 201
*2020 Emmy Awards Nominee – Outstanding Contemporary Costumes – Pilot

FEATURES
(partial list)

SPOILER ALERT
Focus Features
Dir: Michael Showalter

GROWN UPS 2 (Costume Asst.)
Columbia Pictures
Dir: Dennis Dugan

ALEX & THE LIST (Costumer)
Goose’s List LLC
Dir: Harris Goldberg

THAT’S MY BOY (Costume Asst.)
Columbia Pictures
Dir: Sean Anders

A CINDERELLA STORY: ONCE UPON A SONG (Costume Asst.)
Warner Pictures
Dir: Damon Santostefano

HOSTEL: PART III (Costume Asst.)
Stage 6 Films
Dir: Scott Spiegel

STREET KINGS 2: MOTOR CITY (Costume Asst.)
20th Century Fox
Dir: Chris Fisher

KILL THE IRISHMAN (Costume Asst.)
Anchor Bay Films
Dir: Jonathan Hensleigh

COSTUME ASSISTANT

SUBURGATORY (Season 2) (Costumer)
ABC
C: Emily Kapnek

THE FOLLOWING (Pilot)
Fox
C: Kevin Williamson

TRUE BLOOD (Season 5)
HBO
C: Alan Ball

WILFRED (Season 3)
FX
Dir: Randall Einhorn, Victor Nelli Jr.

CHARLIE’S ANGELS (Season 1)
ABC
C: Ivan Goff, Ben Roberts

WONDER WOMAN (Pilot)
NBC
Dir: Jeffrey Reiner

THE BOYS AND GIRLS GUIDE TO GETTING DOWN (Pilot)
Comedy Central
Dir: Michael Shapiro